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Midwest Research Computing and Data

Consortium

MW-RCD Newsletter

September 13, 2023

About the Midwest Research Computing and Data Consortium

Regional stakeholders working collectively in a trusted forum can shape

the future by working collectively on topics of mutual interest, by

onboarding organizations that ;nd value in the mission of the organization,

by sharing information transparently, and by providing opportunities for CI

https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=5228bddb5122d7e7afd7f3efc70acf0a111a1840e574750c85644dffe56d579b3d23db2cc85b8ef0d610b766341ca972cb97a57f137d9086
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Read more here.

professional staff members in our organization to contribute, to be

mentored, to belong to a cohort, and to become leaders.

Read more about MW-RCD

MW-RCD ProDle Spotlight: Brock Palen 

Brock Palen, Advanced Research Computing (ARC), a

division of Information and Technology Services,

University of Michigan

Series: Exploring the Landscape of Midwest Research

Computing and Data Consortium

This is a series where we’re diving into the world of the

Midwest Research Computing and Data Consortium,

exploring its members, the challenges, and future

prospects. We had the opportunity to speak with Brock

Palen, Director of Advanced Research Computing at the

University of Michigan, who shared his insights on the

;eld.

SEPTEMBER CALL FOR PARTICIPATION

CI (CyberInfrastructure) Mentorship Program

Application Deadline Extended

https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=5228bddb5122d7e7e9f6fe6e963d1a7452f8a1b0e6a6ee03df22c592a83df62f55878b31ca6f391a1165ce5d7cef286cda3286da7660de90
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=5228bddb5122d7e7f2cd39e469401a939c3fe4a450e3ed248393e4889b5ac7611dc6b52321782cff7b0d8d908226ce8fd3b89ef92c000e64
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Apply for CI Mentorship Program

30
The CI Mentorship program is designed to pair

RCD professionals from different institutions with

each other.  $250 stipend for participating. The

mentor/mentee pair will attend an initial

workshop at the beginning of the program and will

commit to regular, monthly meetings with each

other for each academic year.

Important dates:

Mentorship applications open through

September 30, 2023

Mentor/Mentee pairings will be selected in

September 2023

1 hour workshop in October 2023

Attend Network Meeting in Q3 2024 (travel

funds provided)

1st cohort completes in June 2024

Stipend disbursement in July 2024 

2nd TUESDAY CALL FOR PARTICIPATION

DEI AVnity Group

https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=5228bddb5122d7e7d4eb603d1dd64ae0a48c8f891389de205c2fedf2a1ed6266c50069ef8ebc5eeabd4d5f717466a052ce423835e64a0ea7
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Join DEI AVnity Group

Join CI Investment AVnity Group

3pm

ET

Meetings are 3 pm ET

2nd Tuesday of each month

We strive to build an inclusive and equitable

culture which will promote and increase

diversity. This group is being created to

ensure that there is diversity in committees,

events (network retreats), and leadership

positions.

2nd FRIDAY

10am

ET

CALL FOR PARTICIPATION

Return on CI Investment AVnity Group

Meetings are 10 am ET

2nd Friday of each month

This group focuses on approaches to

gauging impact as well as quantitative

and qualitative measures needed to

communicate the bene;ts of

investments in cyberinfrastructure on

our campuses.

Connect with the MW-RCD

https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=5228bddb5122d7e7dac3d74b145e2aeebc79c58d774cd60173b0f1d0b548a994df0ee1f7df89bddd4c4d2fda42dd174387f6703c0addb0c8
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=5228bddb5122d7e7dac3d74b145e2aeebc79c58d774cd60173b0f1d0b548a994df0ee1f7df89bddd4c4d2fda42dd174387f6703c0addb0c8
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MW-RCD on Slack

LinkedIn

Twitter

Mastodon

Mailing List

MW-RDC Related Events

To have your MW-RDC related event listed here, send us the

relevant information.

Weekly DEI Updates

ICICLE YouTube Channel

Led by The Ohio State University, the National Science Foundation funded AI

institute for Intelligent Cyberinfrastructure with Computational Learning in

the Environment (ICICLE) will build the next generation of

Cyberinfrastructure to render Arti;cial Intelligence (AI) more accessible to

everyone and drive its further democratization in the larger society.

The widespread adoption of Arti;cial Intelligence (AI) fueling advances in

science, education, and commerce has been driven not only by the ability to

aggregate data from a wide range of sources, but also by the availability of

increasingly powerful Cyberinfrastructure (CI) supporting AI advances. As CI

becomes more complex and heterogeneous, end users of the technology

https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=5228bddb5122d7e77e0b6249df6badfbb66e81c5837c47633f0f66438eda6b520326e404c79e94156ef7f54cc00fb5adfe076c024531d57f
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=5228bddb5122d7e7d64a4e3d462fc9017eb66c93d9110d7f5b3de219f113b4197b32370517c03791cf9034eaa89e06d66853dfe6fd374513
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=5228bddb5122d7e77c80807d83ffcb618da75d9e0eca8a203eb9a528514af6e285e155f93fd5f47bb84d627361e85f05f2b214234048105c
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=5228bddb5122d7e748aabee079cc1c4ba5cbae5a44fec6012d77d2fabcb6817a0f496fd86daaebef242e3411ed587c1e798b82fcb4b60017
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=5228bddb5122d7e7764a266c88fd7156082a4aa513ae0ab5072a7c36be9601a1a8019e5d711d31623da50a7131d43a8cbd3273441ff05c94
mailto:pti@iu.edu?subject=MW-RDC%20related%20event
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=5228bddb5122d7e7453a67ba31ea93ecde56ce543f4899d06b60d06ddd444e656644de1061fbb201a0a72cc2868afd18ea5c9fffdb9316e4
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face a bewildering set of choices in applying AI to leverage insightful

analytics, modeling complex systems, or enabling automation. 

The ICICLE project is funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF)

under grant number OAC-2112606.

Thursday, November 20 and April 4 • 2:00 - 4:30 p.m. • Online

Getting Started with Jetstream2

This workshop targets researchers and educators, even those with no

previous cloud computing experience.

Indiana University 

107 S. Indiana Ave 

Bloomington, IN 47405

This message is intended for lmpettit@indiana.edu. 

Learn why we’re including this: go.iu.edu/emailsafety. 

Unsubscribe lmpettit@indiana.edu from emails like this. 

View online

https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=5228bddb5122d7e76137b90380c316f57ce15a7d495d41176f53117e74f3d206877fb999cc104dd55437683383f3626ad0f1cf075a7e4ff9
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=5228bddb5122d7e71705fd6ff9ae856b105332b94e59813d3b847c09c8a1f52acefa0b8698ce16bf375a01f5816561bb687be543224a52af
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=5228bddb5122d7e74dd8993c765c98515ddfa65c3c9a9a5903aa6bbce999d5cf4063eb9cecd697c26ded187e0ef6d887f1a8d596bf7450c5
mailto:%20lmpettit@indiana.edu
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=5228bddb5122d7e7d97291075c5b8db3511665c4d1dbb92d0bad46542bff039fc510801c901dcf2b4191f68928a073dc515a310837b1b526
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=5228bddb5122d7e77f66abbb3da6007349190a35c1b418140a3cc40944947a3aaefd063c1f1808d5108ea72d7fee4b858f047da71ab95a1b
https://view.e.iu.edu/?qs=33ee7c9ee9d1214538cb2e366515da97e4e6b3dc099bbb31358f9c48c93d0515454c26f043cef468d424455aa4364a8002889ea36724bf09e03d13fad85e47afa8d876f5e4ef50d77469b82a9340070e
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